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ABSTRACT: Excessive contact force is believed to contribute to the development of medial compartment knee osteoarthritis. The external
knee adduction moment (KAM) has been identified as a surrogate measure for medial contact force during gait, with an abnormally large
peak value being linked to increased pain and rate of disease progression. This study used in vivo gait data collected from a subject with a
force-measuring knee implant to assess whether KAM decreases accurately predict corresponding decreases in medial contact force.
Changes in both quantities generated via gait modification were analyzed statistically relative to the subject’s normal gait. The two gait
modifications were a ‘‘medial thrust’’ gait involving knee medialization during stance phase and a ‘‘walking pole’’ gait involving use of
bilateral walking poles. Reductions in the first (largest) peak of the KAM (32–33%) did not correspond to reductions in the first peak of the
medial contact force. In contrast, reductions in the second peak and angular impulse of the KAM (15–47%) corresponded to reductions in
the second peak and impulse of the medial contact force (12–42%). Calculated reductions in both KAM peaks were highly sensitive to rotation
of the shank reference frame about the superior–inferior axis of the shank. Both peaks of medial contact force were best predicted by a
combination of peak values of the external KAM and peak absolute values of the external knee flexion moment (R2¼0.93). Future studies
that evaluate the effectiveness of gait modifications for offloading the medial compartment of the knee should consider the combined effect of
these two knee moments. � 2010 Orthopaedic Research Society. Published by Wiley Periodicals, Inc. J Orthop Res 28:1348–1354, 2010
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Medial compartment knee osteoarthritis affects a large
portion of the population.1 The disease process is often
initiated by changes in knee joint motions and loads,
such as those following anterior cruciate ligament or
meniscal injury.2,3 Since overloading of the medial
compartment in particular has been hypothesized to
play a critical role in the disease process,4 many treat-
ment approaches (e.g., high tibial osteotomy and gait
retraining) have made reduction of medial compartment
contact force (MCF) during gait their primary target.

Unfortunately, no accurate method currently exists
for determining in vivo MCF in individual patients
during gait. Direct measurement of MCF is possible
only under special circumstances using instrumented
implants.5,6 External measurements and inverse
dynamic analyses can determine the net forces and
moments experienced by a joint, but knowledge of muscle
and ligament forces is needed to calculate contact forces
accurately. Since contact force predictions from muscu-
loskeletal computer models have yet to be thoroughly
validated, researchers have sought an external measure
as a surrogate for MCF. To date, the peak knee adduction
moment (KAM) is the best candidate.7 This moment is
primarily caused by the moment of the ground reaction
force vector about the knee center projected along a
specified anterior–posterior axis. The KAM normally
exhibits two peaks during stance phase, with the
magnitude of the first peak (typically the largest) being
highly correlated with increased disease severity,8 pain,9

and rate of disease progression.10 Though the shape of
the KAM curve within the gait cycle is highly correlated

with the shape of the MCF curve within the gait cycle,11

no study has demonstrated that changes in the peak
values of the KAM are accurate indicators of changes in
the peak values of MCF during stance phase.

This study addresses this important issue using gait
data collected from a subject with a force-measuring knee
implant. The primary goal was to evaluate whether
changes in KAM measures (first peak, second peak, and
angular impulse) are accurate indicators of correspond-
ing changes in MCF measures (first peak, second peak,
and impulse). Because the calculated KAM depends
on the reference frame in which it is expressed,12,13

the secondary goal was to investigate how rotating
the shank reference frame about the long axis of the
shank affects the correlation between KAM and MCF
measures. Since rotating the shank-fixed axis used for
the KAM calculation mixes the original KAM with the
external knee flexion moment (KFM), we also investi-
gated whether a combination of these two moments is a
better predictor of MCF than is the KAM alone. Having
KAM and MCF data collected simultaneously from the
same patient offered a unique opportunity to perform the
investigation.

METHODS
One patient with a force-measuring knee implant (male, right
knee, age 83, mass 68 kg, height 1.7 m, body mass index 23.5,
neutral leg alignment, contralateral knee implanted as well)
performed overground gait with simultaneous collection of
internal knee contact force, external video motion (Motion
Analysis Corp., Santa Rosa, CA), and external ground reaction
data (AMTI Corp., Watertown, MA). The patient was tested
31

2 years after implantation for primary knee osteoarthritis.
Institutional review board approval and subject informed
consent were obtained. The implant utilized a custom tibial
prosthesis instrumented with four uniaxial force transducers,
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a micro-transmitter, and an antenna, where the transducers
measured compressive force at the four corners of the tibial
tray.5 For the video motion data, a modified Cleveland Clinic
marker set was used with additional markers placed on the
feet.14

The subject performed five trials each of three different gait
patterns: (1) the subject’s normal gait pattern, (2) a medial
thrust pattern involving knee medialization during stance,
and (3) a walking pole pattern involving use of bilateral
walking poles commonly used for hiking. The two modified gait
patterns alter medial contact force relative to the subject’s
normal gait pattern.15 For medial thrust gait, the subject was
instructed to bring his stance leg knee toward the midline of
his body by increasing his knee flexion16,17 and internally
rotating his hip.18 For walking pole gait, he used two Leki
Makalu Tour walking poles with rubber tips (LEKI Lenhart
GmbH, Kirchheim, Germany), where pole height was adjusted
based on the manufacturer’s recommendations. The subject
performed all three gait patterns at a self-selected walking
speed of 1.23 m/s. The subject also performed a static standing
trial with the toes pointing forward (i.e., no toeing in or toeing
out) and joint range of motion trials for each ankle, knee, and
hip.

A dynamic patient-specific gait model was constructed from
the video motion and ground reaction data using previously
published optimization methods.14 The full-body model
possessed 27 degrees of freedom (DOFs), and the equations
of motion were derived using symbolic manipulation software
(AutolevTM, OnLine Dynamics, Inc., Sunnyvale, CA). Six
DOFs defined the position and orientation of the pelvis
segment in the laboratory coordinate system. The remaining
segments branched from the pelvis using ball-and-socket joints
(hips, back), two intersecting pin joints (shoulders), two non-
intersecting pin joints (ankles), and simple pin joints (knees
and elbows). Model parameter values were calibrated to the
subject’s external kinematic and kinetic data from the static
trial, isolated joint motion trials, and one normal gait trial
using an established sequence of nonlinear least squares
optimizations.14 Model parameters included the positions and
orientations of the joints in adjacent body segments and the
masses, mass centers, and moments of inertia of the body
segments. The knee center on each side was defined as the
point on the optimized knee flexion axis that was equidistant
from the static medial and lateral knee markers. The ankle
center on each side was defined in a similar manner using the
optimized ankle flexion axis and the static medial and lateral
ankle markers. Marker locations on each body segment
were calculated from the static trial and treated as fixed
parameters.

The shank coordinate system was defined such that the
anterior axis of the shank was approximately aligned with
the long axis of the foot in the static pose. To achieve this
result, we used the knee and ankle centers and the heel and toe
markers from the static trial in the coordinate system creation
process. The knee center was selected as the origin of
the shank coordinate system. The superior axis was defined
by a line connecting the ankle center to the knee center. A
temporary anterior axis was defined by a line connecting the
heel marker to the toe marker. The lateral axis was then
defined as the cross product of the temporary anterior axis and
the superior axis, and the final anterior axis was defined as the
cross product of the superior axis and the lateral axis.

For each of the 15 gait trials, joint kinematics for the
patient-specific model were calculated by performing an

inverse kinematics analysis. The analysis used nonlinear least
squares optimization to adjust the joint angles in the model
until markers on the model segments were aligned as closely
as possible with the experimentally measured marker posi-
tions. During the alignment process, a higher weight was
placed on matching the three shank markers to ensure that
the knee center, which was fixed in the shank coordinate
system, was in the correct position relative to the ground
reaction force vector.14

The net force and moment acting on the proximal shank
were calculated about the knee center using the resulting joint
kinematics in an inverse dynamics analysis. The net moment
vector was expressed in terms of unit vectors aligned with
the shank coordinate system. The external KAM was defined
as the negative of the internal three-dimensional (3D) knee
moment projected along the anterior axis of the shank, while
the external KFM was defined as the negative of the internal
3D knee moment projected along the lateral axis of the shank.
Thus, the external KAM and external KFM were mutually
perpendicular.

Changes in the KAM and MCF for the two modified gait
patterns relative to the subject’s normal gait pattern were
evaluated statistically using a two-tailed Mann–Whitney
U-test (p< 0.05). Each KAM and MCF curve during stance
phase was characterized by the value of the 1st peak, the 2nd
peak, and the impulse (integral of moment or force with
respect to time). To eliminate ambiguity in selection of peak
values, we defined the 1st and 2nd peaks as the local maximum
(or minimum) closest to 25% and 75% of stance phase,
respectively. In addition, peak values of the KFM, knee flexion
angle, and hip internal rotation angle during stance phase
were calculated by the patient-specific model and analyzed
statistically, since medial thrust gait was expected to alter
those quantities. For the hip internal rotation angle, local
peaks did not exist, so window averages between 15–25% and
65–75% of stance phase were used to represent the 1st and 2nd
peak, respectively. The ability of KAM measures (1st peak, 2nd
peak, and angular impulse) to predict corresponding changes
in MCF measures (1st peak, 2nd peak, and impulse) was
quantified using linear regression analysis.

Additional regression analyses were performed to investi-
gate ways to maximize the accuracy of predicted MCF
changes. Previous studies showed that the KAM calculation
is reference frame dependent.12,13 Consequently, sensitivity of
the statistical results to the selected anterior direction was
evaluated by rotating the shank reference frame by �258 in 18
increments about the shank superior axis and then recalculat-
ing the KAM. The optimal rotation for each MCF measure was
defined as the rotation angle that produced the highest R2

value from linear regression analysis. Since rotating the
shank-fixed axis used for the KAM calculation mixes the
original KAM with the KFM, we also performed multi-variable
linear regression to assess whether a combination of the KAM
and KFM predicts MCF better than does the KAM alone. Peak
values of all quantities were used in the multi-variable
regression analyses, and absolute values of KFM peaks
were taken to account for the possibility of increased joint
compression due to an increased flexion or extension moment.

RESULTS
Significant reductions in the KAM produced by both
modified gait patterns (Fig. 1a) did not necessarily
reflect corresponding reductions in medial contact force
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(Fig. 1b). During early stance phase, medial thrust and
walking pole gait produced significant reductions in the
1st peak of the KAM (Fig. 2a, Table 1), but neither gait
pattern produced a significant decrease in the 1st peak
of MCF (Fig. 2b). During late stance phase, walking pole
gait produced a significant reduction in the 2nd peak of
the KAM (with medial thrust gait showing a non-
significant reduction) while both gait patterns yielded
significant reductions in the 2nd peak of MCF. Over the
entire stance phase, medial thrust and walking pole
gait produced significant reductions in KAM angular
impulse and similar significant reductions in MCF
impulse.

The KFM and knee flexion angle for the two modified
gait patterns generally showed opposite changes to
the KAM (Fig. 3a,b). In early stance, the 1st peak in
KFM exhibited significant increases of 79% and 82%
for medial thrust and walking pole gait, respectively
(Fig. 4a), while the 1st peak in flexion angle showed
significant increases of 52% and 41%, respectively
(Fig. 4b). In late stance, the 2nd peak in KFM
(a minimum) exhibited significant increases of 117%
and 107%, respectively, while only medial thrust gait
produced a significant increase (142%) in the 2nd peak
of flexion angle (also a minimum). For the hip internal
rotation angle, only the 1st ‘‘peak’’ for medial thrust gait
showed a significant change (40% increase) (Figs. 3c
and 4c).

Figure 1. Mean curves for (a) external knee adduction moment
and (b) internal medial contact force over stance phase calculated
from five trials of normal, medial thrust, and walking pole gait.

Figure 2. Peak and impulse values of (a) external knee adduc-
tion moment and (b) internal medial contact force for the curves
shown in Figure 1. Error bars¼�1 SD. Asterisk (*) denotes
significant difference from normal trials.

Table 1. Mean (SD) % Reductions in External Knee Adduction Moment and Internal MCF Peak and Impulse Relative to
Normal Gait

Quantity Measure

Gait Pattern

Medial Thrust Walking Pole

Knee adduction moment First peak 32.4 (0.8)* 33.1 (0.9)*
Second peak 14.9 (1.4) 47.2 (1.0)*
Angular impulse 37.8 (0.2)* 43.9 (0.2)*

Medial contact force First peak 4.5 (0.3) 4.7 (0.3)
Second peak 19.9 (0.9)* 41.8 (0.7)*
Impulse 11.9 (0.2)* 28.0 (0.1)*

*Significant difference from normal trials.
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Rotating the shank coordinate system by �258 about
the superior axis of the shank created large variations in
the correlations between KAM and MCF measures
(Fig. 5; Table 2). For zero rotation (i.e., nominal anterior
axis direction), the 1st peak of the KAM was a poor
predictor of the 1st peak of the MCF. Correlation
between corresponding 2nd peaks and impulses was
higher. The highest correlation between corresponding
1st peaks (R2¼0.57) was obtained when the shank
coordinate system was internally rotated by 188. In
contrast, for corresponding 2nd peaks, the highest
correlation (R2¼ 0.71) was obtained for an external
rotation of 48. For corresponding impulses, the highest
correlation (R2¼ 0.74) was found for an internal
rotation of 158.

Adding the KFM to the regression analyses
generally improved the predictions (Table 2). For all

MCF measures except the 1st peak, including the KFM
as a 2nd independent variable increased R2 and
decreased root-mean-square (RMS) fitting error com-
pared to the optimal results for the KAM alone. Though
fitting results for the 1st peak had the lowest R2 values,
they also had the lowest RMS errors for regression
analyses involving peak values. Using absolute rather
than actual values of the KFM improved fitting of the
2nd peak and both peaks together, with the latter case
achieving the highest R2 value (¼0.93). The RMS error
for this case was less than that of the optimal fit for the
2nd peak using only the KAM.

DISCUSSION
This study evaluated whether reductions in the external
KAM guarantee corresponding reductions in medial
contact force. The evaluation was performed using

Figure 3. Mean curves for (a) external knee flexion moment,
(b) knee flexion angle, and (c) hip internal rotation angle over
stance phase calculated from five trials of normal, medial thrust,
and walking pole gait.

Figure 4. Peak values of (a) external knee flexion moment,
(b) knee flexion angle, and (c) hip internal rotation angle for the
curves shown in Figure 3. Error bars¼�1 SD. Asterisk (*) denotes
significant difference from normal trials.
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unique gait data collected from a subject with a force-
measuring knee implant, where the subject performed
three gait patterns known to produce different medial
contact force results.15 Our findings suggest that
reducing the peak KAM does not necessarily guarantee
a corresponding decrease in peak MCF. A corresponding
increase in peak KFM is the most likely explanation.

Rotation of the shank reference frame used for
calculating the KAM had a significant influence on the
KAM peaks and angular impulse. Rotating the anterior
axis used for the KAM calculation is equivalent to
linearly mixing the original KAM and original KFM.
Though an optimal amount of rotation was identified
to achieve the largest possible R2 values between
corresponding KAM and MCF measures (1st peak, 2nd
peak, and impulse), the amount was different for each
measure. Furthermore, similar anterior axis directions
may not be optimal for other subjects. For zero rotation,
the low R2 value for the 1st peak may be due to the fact
that little change in MCF occurred for the three gait
patterns tested. Thus, the constant term in the linear
regression analysis accounted for the most variability in
the 1st peak. In contrast, the 2nd peak and impulse of
MCF showed larger changes for the two modified gait
patterns, providing better data for investigating the
correlation between the KAM and MCF. Adding the
KFM to the regression analysis produced comparable or
better R2 values without the need to identify an optimal
amount of rotation for the shank reference frame. This
finding is consistent with a previous study where a
reduced peak KFM in knee OA patients was identified as
a compensatory mechanism for reducing contact force.19

Reductions in MCF due to a decrease in the KAM
appear to be attenuated by increases in the absolute

Figure 5. Sensitivity of R2 values between internal MCF and
external to rotation of the shank reference frame about the
superior–inferior axis of the shank. Results are reported for
corresponding (a) 1st peak, (b) 2nd peak, and (c) impulse values.
Linear regression analyses were performed using data from 15 gait
trials (5 trials from each of the 3 gait patterns). The two data points
on each curve indicate R2 values for nominal (08) and optimal
rotation values.

Table 2. Linear Regression Equations and Corresponding R2 and Root-Mean-Square (RMS) Error Values for MCF Fmed

Fitted as a Function of Corresponding External Knee Adduction Moment Madd and External Knee Flexion Moment Mflex

Measures (1st Peak, 2nd Peak, Both Peaks, or Impulse)

Fmed Measure Shank Ref. Frame Regression Equation c1 c2 c3 R2 RMS Error

Peak 1 Nominal Fmed ¼ c1Madd þ c2 0.14 1.58 — 0.29 0.41
Optimal Fmed ¼ c1Madd þ c2 0.36 0.68 — 0.57 0.32
Nominal Fmed ¼ c1Madd þ c2Mflex þ c3 0.31 0.09 0.82 0.54 0.33
Nominal Fmed ¼ c1Madd þ c2 Mflexj j þ c3 0.31 0.09 0.82 0.54 0.33

Peak 2 Nominal Fmed ¼ c1Madd þ c2 0.60 0.33 — 0.69 0.63
Optimal Fmed ¼ c1Madd þ c2 0.54 0.40 — 0.71 0.60
Nominal Fmed ¼ c1Madd þ c2Mflex þ c3 0.53 �0.04 0.40 0.70 0.61
Nominal Fmed ¼ c1Madd þ c2 Mflexj j þ c3 0.33 0.21 0.49 0.85 0.43

Peaks 1 & 2 Nominal Fmed ¼ c1Madd þ c2 0.57 0.49 — 0.68 1.29
Optimal Fmed ¼ c1Madd þ c2 0.46 0.53 — 0.81 0.98
Nominal Fmed ¼ c1Madd þ c2Mflex þ c3 0.46 0.06 0.58 0.82 0.96
Nominal Fmed ¼ c1Madd þ c2 Mflexj j þ c3 0.38 0.13 0.50 0.93 0.59

Impulse Nominal Fmed ¼ c1Madd þ c2 0.34 0.49 — 0.56 0.30
Optimal Fmed ¼ c1Madd þ c2 0.66 0.08 — 0.74 0.23
Nominal Fmed ¼ c1Madd þ c2Mflex þ c3 0.63 0.16 0.10 0.74 0.23
Nominal Fmed ¼ c1Madd þ c2 Mflexj j þ c3 0.63 0.16 0.10 0.74 0.23

Linear regression analyses were performed using data from 15 gait trials (5 trials from each of the 3 gait patterns).
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value of the KFM. The regression analyses showed that
peak values of MCF were best fitted by a combination of
peak values of the KAM and peak absolute values of the
KFM. This finding suggests that increases in the peak
knee flexion or extension moment may tend to increase
joint compression. A more in-depth analysis of this
phenomenon will likely require EMG data and a
validated musculoskeletal model to analyze how
individual muscles act to counterbalance the external
KAM and KFM and contribute to contact forces.
At a minimum, these observations indicate that
prediction of changes in MCF due to gait modification
may be more complex than indicated by changes in the
KAM alone.

Though seemingly contradictory at first glance, our
results for the 1st peak may not be inconsistent with
results from previous studies reporting a high correla-
tion between the peak KAM and clinical outcome
measures (e.g., pain,9 disease severity,8,20 and disease
progression10). In the absence of any change in peak
absolute KFM, our results remain consistent with the
idea that an increased peak KAM is associated with a
corresponding increase in peak MCF and hence with
knee OA.21 In studies where the peak KAM was a good
predictor of clinical outcome (e.g., for high tibial
osteotomy surgery22), a reduced peak KAM may have
been accompanied by an unchanged or reduced peak
KFM,23 possibly magnifying the apparent effect of the
peak KAM on clinical outcome. In studies where the peak
KAM was a poor predictor of clinical outcome (e.g.,
pain24), lack of analysis of the peak KFM may have
contributed to an incomplete picture of medial compart-
ment loading. Future studies should report changes in
peak KAM, peak absolute KFM, and the reference frame
used to perform the calculations, to provide information
for assessing how these moments may influence MCF
and clinical outcome.

Our findings also have important implications for gait
retraining studies that seek to reduce MCF via a
reduction in the peak KAM. The medial thrust gait
pattern used in our study is currently being investigated
by several labs.12,16,18 As shown here and in a previous
study,16 medial thrust gait has the tendency to increase
the peak KFM, which may attenuate the benefits of
reducing the peak KAM. Thus, efforts to train patients
with medial compartment knee OA to perform medial
thrust gait should emphasize a minimal increase in knee
flexion angle. As suggested by another study,18 increased
hip internal rotation without a corresponding increase in
knee flexion may prove to be effective in this regard.
Acute gait modifications that do not alter the peak KFM
do not appear to have this issue.25

Walking pole gait may be more effective at reducing
MCF than indicated in this study. Similar to medial
thrust gait, walking pole gait exhibited increased knee
flexion (and hence increased external KFM) during
stance phase, while in contrast to medial thrust gait, it
did not exhibit increased hip internal rotation. Since
walking pole gait was performed after medial thrust gait,

the increase in knee flexion relative to normal gait may
have been due to a carry-over effect. If so, then walking
pole gait could potentially produce significant reductions
in both MCF peaks. Further investigation of this
possibility would be worthwhile, as would investigation
of whether an optimal pole length and tip placement on
the ground exist that maximize the reduction in the 1st
peak of medial contact force.

Our results are limited by several important factors.
First and foremost, only a single subject was studied with
an implanted knee, so it is unclear the extent to which
these results are generalizable to subjects with medial
compartment knee OA. The subject also had neutral
leg alignment, whereas most patients with medial
compartment knee OA have a varus malalignment.26

Because our results were generated using acute gait
modifications, they may not reflect the role of the KAM in
the process of natural disease progression over time,
especially without corresponding changes in the KFM.
Furthermore, because the first peak in MCF was not
changed significantly for either gait modification, it is
difficult to determine the correlation between this
quantity and the 1st peak in KAM and KFM. Finally,
we did not seek to train the subject to alter his KAM
over the long-term, so it is unknown whether the
acute changes observed in this study would persist
over time.

In conclusion, we have shown that gait modifications
can significantly reduce both peaks of the KAM curve
without producing corresponding significant reductions
in both peaks of MCF. Though this outcome was neither
anticipated nor desired, gait modifications that seek to
reduce the largest peak of the KAM curve may still
offload the medial compartment of the knee. Minimizing
corresponding increases in the absolute value of the peak
KFM may be essential to achieving this goal.
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